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Equations are derived for finding the stiffness matrix for a twelve­
node shear panel undergoing parabolic deformation. The deflections of a
 
hypothetical cantilever beam composed of five twelve-node shear panels
 
are then compared with those of six other equivalent cantilever beams.
 
Two are classical strength of materials beams, one excluding shear
 
effects, and the other including shear effects. The third is a theory
 
of elasticity beam. The last three beams are composed of eight-node
 
linear deformation shear panels, one composed of one row of five panels,
 
the second composed of two rows of five panels per row, and the third
 
composed of three rows of five panels per row. Tip deflection of the
 
five twelve-node shear panels beam is 93 percent of the strength of
 
materials beam excluding shear, whereas that of the best eight-node
 
beam is 73 percent.
 





A, B, T length, width, and thickness of a shear panel 
Ce, Cf, Cg1 Ch interval between the S- and Y-axes 
De, Df, Dg, Dh interval between the R- and X-axes
 
E modulus of elasticity
 




F . flexibility matrix element defined as the deflection 
iJ at i caused by a unit force at j 
Kel Kf, Kg2 Kh latus rectum of a parabolic surface 
F force at iI 
R, S 	 Cartesian coordinate system with one rotational and
 
two translational degrees of freedom and origin
 




Re , Rf, Rg, Rh coordinates of the end points of a parabolic surface
 
j in the R,S system
Se' Sf, Sg' Sh 

R0 , R0 , R*, R- Coordinates of the point of intersection of a 9-, 
S S7 io-, 81 2-vector with a respective e-, f-,S$, SP, J S1 1-, or g-, or h -surface
 
S stiffness matrix element defined as the force at i
 
13 caused by a unit deflection at j 
ui strain energy per unit volume 
U total shear panel strain energy 
X, Y fixed Cartesian coordinate system 
iii
 
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS (Continued) 
Symbol Definition 
F deflection at i 
x, Ey linear strain parallel to the X-, Y-axes 
p, x angle of rotation of the R,S coordinate system 
relative to the X,Y system 
7 angular strain 





An eight-node shear panel typical of figure la has been in use
 
for several years in computer matrix analysis of aircraft and missile
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Figure 1. Eight-Node Shear Panel
 
structures. However, this particular model is needlessly unrealistic
 
in that it simply assumes that surfaces deform linearly as shown in
 
figure lb. Actually, surface 1-3 deforms in some nonlinear shape
 
f(x,y) which would be difficult to determine experimentally or derive
 
theoretically without extensive recourse to the formal theory of elas­
ticity. This paper proposes to elaborate on the model of figure I by
 
adding four nodes and defining f(x,y) to be parabolic as in figure 2.
 
The nodes 9, 10 11, and 12 are assumed to be located initially at the
 
mid-points of their respective surfaces, and the distribution of strain
 
(figure 2) remains linear as in figure lb.
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With 59 nonzero, locate the origin of the X-Y coordinate system at
 
the 1-2 node, and attach an R-S coordinate system to the vertex of the
 
e-surface (figure 3). Thus, the equation of the e-surface is either
 










where De B Ce = 89, and Ke = -B2 /469 . A point on the e-surface
 
is (e,y), and shear on the e-surface is
 
-
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Figure 3. Location of Coordinate Systems and Surface Notation
 
Progressively, nonzero 5j and 63 introduce an angle of rotation $ 
such that 
$ = a- (4a) 
Figure 4 shows that the 89-vector is no longer orthogonal to the e-sur­
face but remains always parallel to and midway between the 81:- and 63­
vectors. Also, the vertex of the parabolic e-snrface has rotated through 
the angle $ while maintaining the point [I/2(51 + 63), 1/2 B] as the 
common point of intersection of (1) the 1-3 line, (2) the 69-vector, 
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Figure 4. Rotation of R-S Coordinate System
 
Since all the five displacement vectors attached to a surface
 
determine its total geometry, set 82 and &4 nonzero. Thus, by inspec­
tion of figure 5, it may be observed that
 

























= 7 (289 - 51 - 83) sin (5) 
= + 34 - 5e 
Se <2 c ; (6) 
e T - - . 
Re - (29 - 81 F)3) cos + Ro. (7) 
From geometrical similarity, R0 Se Re S so that
 
s
(289 - a, - 53) sin2 o cosS0R 2 (8)2[(B + 84 - 82) 2 - (289 - 81 - 8)2 sin2 cos g] 
and 
[(B + 84 - 2) 2 - (289 - 86 - 8) 2 sin20 cos20]
K =- 2 (9a)Ke=2(2F - 81 - 83) cos ( 
The equation of the S-axis in the X-Y coordinate system is 
C = -(8, + 53) - Re/COS 0o - I (B + 52 + 54) tan $. (lOa) 
The equation of the R-axis in the X-Y coordinate system is 
D(B + C2 + 5A) - R sin 0+ - (8 + 6) tan 0. (Ila) 
Similarly, for the f-surface of figure 6,
 













Figue6 Toal Gomerf h fSurface 
7 
sp = (28- - 57) sin p (13) 
Sf 2= (BI 5 -cosp (14)4 
1 
f = -L (2b - - 87) c5Cos p + R. (15) 
2 2 
From geometrical similarity, Rp Si 'IfS2, so that
 
(251. "5 - E)) 3 sin2 p Cos3 p 
Rp = - (16) 
8
2[(B + e - 5c)2 - (2611 - 8' - 8,)2 sinep cosap] 
and
 
7) 2 [(B + 8 - 56)2 - (2 31, - 85 - sin2 p cos 2 p] 
Kf = - -- (17a)2(2851!- 55 - 57) COS~p 
The equation of the S-axis in the X-Y coordinate system is 
Cf = A + 1(65 + 57) - Rf/cos p - - (B + 58 + 56) tan p. (18a) 
The equation of the R-axis in the X-Y coordinate system is
 (-Df = !(B + 58 + C6) - Rf sin p + (55 + 57) - A) tan p (19a) 
For the g-surface of figure 7, 
tan I (A - 52 ) (20a)-
= +- 8 
12 8 





if~Sg ~ 10( ggsrfc 
6 2 
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Figure 7. Total Geometry of the g -Surface
 
1 
R (2610 - 82 - 66) sin (21)
 
A + 65 - bi 
R8 \ 2 coS 4 (22) 
Sg - . ( 2 F)o- -2 86) cos t + S (23) 
2
 
From geometrical similarity, SV R - Sg R42, so that 
3
(251o- 5- 66) sin 24 cosS@ ... (24)
2[(A + 8s - 51) - (2o 5_ - 56)2 sin2* cos 2 *] 
and 
[(A + 55 _ F1) 2 - (25o - 52 - 56)2 sin 2 t cos 2 h] 
Kg = - (25a)
22o- 5- b6) costp 
The equation of the S-axis in the X-Y coordinate system is
 
Cg = (A + §i + 85) - Sg sin -4- - 1(6- + 6) tan 4. (26a) 
The equation of the R-axis in the X-Y coordinate system is 
g (2 + 6) - Sg /cos 4+ -L(A + 5± + 85) tan4 (27a) 
Finally, for the h-surface of figure 8,
 








-T' * -R I.-7, 88.. 






Fm- R -.­ * - R 
12 
S 





R = - % - F)8 s)In (29) 
-)
R h= (A +2 cos I )/30
 
Sh = -i2(2812- 54.- E56) COS T + S. (31)
 




(2512 - 54 - 58)3 sin21 COS 3




[(A + 57 - 65)2 " (2512 - B4 - 68)2 sin2f cos 1 ] 
Kh = - (3
3 a) 
2(2612 - 5A - E8) cos3rj 
The equation of the S-axis in the X-Y coordinate system is
 
= (A + 53 + 67) - Sh sin I - I(54 + 6)-B) tan T. (34a)C h 

The equation of the R-axis in the X-Y coordinate system is
 
Dh = B + :(84 + 58) - Sh/cOs + yx - ( A + 53 + 87); tan T. 
(35a) 
12 
If it is reasonably assumed that deflections will generally be much
 
less than A or B, 8i <<A or B, then
 
sin a a sin2 a - 0 
2

= cos a =
 cos a 

tan ac a COS l 
2 0 
1 
where a = , p, *, or I, and 
6- 8z51 b (4c) 
B + 64 - 6) 
5s- 67 (12b) 
-=B + - b6 
+6 8-82

=A + 65 - 31 (20b) 
88- 84 
SA + 7-8 (28b) 
K (B + 54 - 52) 2 7 
Ke = - L2(26 - bi - 8 )j (9b) 
(B + 8 - 6) 2 ] 
Kf= - L2(233 - 7)] (17b) 
(A + 8S - b 1 
Kg = - 2(28 0 - 82 -6sj (25b) 
13 
r (A 5 7
2(21-5 - 5)2 )j(33b)1<h =, - 8-
e = (269 + 5 - 5:) - yo (lOb) 
1 2 1,+8 57) - yp (18b)Gf = A±+:L( 5 5 
Cg =:(A +51 + s) (26b) 
Ch = (A + 5 + E7) (34b) 
De 2 (B + 32 + 54) (lb)
 
D= -1 (B + 56 + 5) (19b) 
Dg = 2 (251o + b2 - 56) + x4 (27b) 
D h = B + 1 (2632 + 84 - be) + Xf (35b) 
The equations for each surface and its associated shear become 
(y - De)2 






f= + f (36)
 
14 
Cg )2 g9 (x - + Dg (37) 
g 
(-c h )2 (8 
h = (+xKh (38)h
 
2(y - De) 
(3b)
Ye K -e 0 
e 
2(y - Df) (39) 
f 
2(x - Cg ) (40) 
7g Kg 
41
Yh 2(x - 0 h) ( 1)2( KhC h)+ TI. 
Recalling that 81 << A or B and strain is assumed to be linearly 
distributed, shear panel strains (figure 9) are 
i (y - Df) (y - De )2 
= - + Cf Ce -A] (42) 
f De 
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Figure 9. Completely Deformed Twelve-Node Shear Panel
 








+ - dy dx.(45) 
x 
16 
To calculate an element, examples l and 2, first set all 3, K & i or j,
 
equal to zero in equations (42), (43), and (44); second, take the partials
 
of equations (42), (43), and (44) with respect to 8., and third, set 
bi = 0 and = 1 in the expressions for EX, Cy, ,Cx/d§ ,Ey/hDj1 , 
and 7/36, Substitute these expressions into equation (45> and carry
. 

out the indicated integration.
 
Example 1, S9,1 
2
 
Ke j2(259-B - 1) Kf = Kg = Kh 
= 89 + r1 l BY D = Df B
 
e ) e f 2 
Cf A Dg = 0
 
Cg = Ch A Dh = B
 
B ) 2 [2(259 F3.1)(y 
e

= L - 51 2 -)] 
x = i 'L 2 (y - B) 
L 2] Y 
GX ~ AB22 -90 B 

Cx i 4(y - B)2 ] 










4(289 - B) -** 
II 
-14( 
'= [ B2 
7 9 0 = B 2 "B ­
[1 
= iF 8(y 2 B ) 4 44y (y B) ix - + 2 
= --,- = 0
 




- B ) B
)' I 32(y B 2 ( B]< 




q I ET [3 B/A -20 A/B (1~ ) (46) 
=
 Sg, L 45 
18 
Example 2, S10 ,9
 
00 = p tI =
A2
K- Kg K: Kh 
e 459 410 
1 
e f 2e 
Cf = A Dg = 83o 
I 
Cg Ch =2A Dh = B
 
[459 (y "'2B) 2 ] 
x oA B2 ­
4 ( y B
~ 259~~=11 
X 3 6==10 A2 . A 2 - I 
X = 06611
 
i 461o (x - A) 2 ] 




















] ((I A)A) 1) 
(1 
















S1°,9 -1-- 5 1 
o8ao 
S~~o64( - 1---­ i A() ( B) 
ET [ 1 4 




Slo=q = .2( 
20 
Thus, column 1, which is typical of loads caused by a corner deflec­
tion (figure 2b), is
 
12 	B/A + 35 A/B (1S- [ET ](48) 
ET (25 7-2 23_,4)(9 
a,1 	= I L- 11 (49) 
S I [3 B/A - - u)] (50)-ET A/B (1 

S3, ! 0 L 90
 
S4 =1 El 2 (7 	 (51) 
-ET [24 B/A 35 A/B (1- L)] 	 (52)S5 T- L 180 
S6,1 : -7 2 	 (53) 
S - L 1-80 )(), 	 S7,1 LE0 [6 B/A + 5 A/B (1 5i4) 
-ET KI5 
SS, I i 2 72 	 (55) 
ET 3 B/A -20 A/B (I- .o] 	 (46)$ 	 _1 = T- L45 
-SIO jt'R2 (5 L 	 (57) 
21 
Sl.i 1 - t2 45 (1 (57)lI-ET [3 B/A + 10 A/B Q - )] 
S2,1 - 'I + (58) 




ET [3 B/A - 20 A/B (1- (59)I 1 45 
S2 , = -ET(57' (60) 
ET [3 B/A -20 A/B (I - )] (61) 
S.= 1 _ t L-- 45 
ST - (s -7I (62) 
- 2 Lb + (II5-ET- [3 B/A 1045A/B - u)] (63) 
ET (64)S6 9 = 2 
S = -ET [3 B/A +10 A/B (I - L)] (65)
L 452 ­
22 
S8, =  T (66) 
ET 24 B/A +40 A/B (I - L)] (67)S , 9 I - L-- 45 
Sio,9 1 (2+9 1) (47)
 
$11, 9 -ET [24 B/A - 2045-A/B (1 i] (684- (68) 
S12,9 -ET(2+2j) (69) 
By consideration of the geometry of the shear panel, the remaining
 
120 stiffness matrix elements may be substituted in terms of those
 
already calculated Figure 10 graphically illustrates these substitu­
tions. Those with a bar over them essentially represent a rotation of
 
90 degrees of the shear panel. For example,
 
/ 9 ° Sal,2 1/900 = ET- 12 A/B + 3590B/A (1 (70) 
Actually, since the stiffness matrix is positive definite, i.e.,
 
12 12
I i 65 >0 for any arbitrary i
 
i~ljl ~when not all 5i = 0,
 
0 for all bi = 0,
 
23 
j = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 1,11 2,1 3,1 -6,1 5,1 -4,1 7,1 8,1 1,9 -4,9 7,9 -6,9 
2 2,1 it -4,1 5,1 -6,1 3,1 8,1 7,1 2,9 3,9 8,9 5,9 
3 3,1 6,1 1,1 -2,1 7,1 -8,1 5,1 4,1 3,9 -8,9 5,9 -2,9 
4 4,1 5,1 -2,1 1,1 -8,1 7,1 6,1 3,1 4,9 7,9 6,9 1,9 
5 5,1 4,1 7,1 -8,4 1,1 -2,1 3,1 6,1 5,9 -2,9 3,9 -8,9 
6 6,1 3,1 -8,1 7,1 -2,1 1,1 4,1 5,1 6,9 1,9 4,9 7,9 
7 7,1 8,1 5,1 -4,1 3,1 -6,1 1,1 2,1 7,9 -6,9 1,9 -4,9 
8 8,1 7,1 -6,1 3,1 -4,1 5,1 2,1 1,1 8,9 5,9 2,9 3,9 
9 9,1 10,1 9,1 -10,1 11,t -12,1 11,1 12,1 9,9 -12,9 11,9 -10,9 
10 10,1 9,1 -12,1 11,1 -10,1 9,1 12,1 11,1 10,9 9,9 12,9 11,9 
II 1t,1 12,1 11,1 -12,1 9,1 -10,1 9,1 10,1 11,9 -10,9 9,9 -12,9 
1 2 12,1 11,1 -10,1 9,1 -12,4 11,1 10,1 9,1 12,9 11,9 10,9 9,9 
Figure 10 Stiffness Matrix Substitutions for Twelve-Node Shear Panel
 
only column I and the last four elements of column 9 are necessary to
 
arrive at a lower triangular matrix, i _ j, (although equations (59)
 
to (66) serve as accuracy checks) with the upper triangular matrix given
 
by Maxwell's reciprocity relat3onship, S = S The matrix is also
 




S 5 E 0 




Suppose, now, that the twelve-node stiffness matrix has been
 
derived, and that seven cantilever beams are machined from aluminum
 




A B T E I
 
Beam (cm) (cm) (cm) (dv!cm') (cm4 ) __
 
SOM w/o shear 10 2 1 1/2 6.895 x 1011 1 .3
 












The first two beams (figure lle) are analyzed using common strength of
 
materials equations, excluding shear effects (SOMEXS), and including 
shear (SOMINS). The third (also figure lie) is analyzed from theory of 
elasticity (TOE). The next three are composed entirely of eight-node 
shear panels analyzed by matrix algebra (appendix C), one composed of 
the first five panels of figure lla (this beam hereafter noted by "5/1"), 
another composed of the first ten panels (10/8), and the third composed 
of all fifteen eight-node panels (15/8). The last beam is composed of 
five twelve-node panels (5/12) of figure lib. All beams are anchored 
to zero-deflection "foundations" at the left end (E1 = 67 = Z513 = 
25u = 53, = 537 = 84:3 0 for the 5/8, 10/8, and 15/8 beams or 51 = 57= 
8
E513 = 9 = 83o for the 5/12 beam). All beams are end-loaded with
 
2 x 107 dynes of downward acting force (P3 o and P2 9 for figure Ila and 
lib, respectively). Results are presented in tables II and III and fig­





25 2 26 2732 2 842 28t294 30e 
No N2 o3No 4 No 5 
-,- - -r­
7 31 32 8 32 339 33 34 1034 35 113 36112 
No6, YNo7 No8Y No9S /No 10/ 
13 14__? 6wN 7-A 1 
1337- //,381438 3959- ./,40 1640- 41174 42i1e- _/ 
,No 11/ /No12/o/ 3 NoJ4 No 15 
19 " 20- // 21 22 '23- 24 
43 44 44' 45 45 46 46 4? 4 48 
(B) 
20t211t2t2 , tMtJ aO26277" I.t 1t 







































SOM And TOE Cantilever Beam Deflections 
SOM w/o Shear 8- SOM with Shear 6 - TOE 
(UM) (M 
.0000 .0000 .0000 
-.0014 -.0016 -.0018 
- 0054 -.0059 -.0062 
-.0117 -.0125 - 0129 
-.0201 -.0210 - 0216 
-.0302 -.0314 -.0321 
-.0418 -.0432 -.0440 
-.0545 - 0562 -.0571 
-.0681 -.0700 - 0711 
-.0822 -.0844 - 0856 
-.0967 -.0992 - 1005 
- 00145 -.00147 - 00149 
27 
x (cM) 


















Shear Panel Cantilever Beams External loads and Deflections
 
518 1018 15/8 51 p 1 5/12 
(dynes) (n) (dynes) (rm) (dynes) (mm) (dynes) (m) 
1O7
I -I x lo .0000 -1 x 108 .0000 -8.58 x .0000 -1 x ios .0000 
2 0 0035 0 .0036 0 .0037 0 .0048 
3 0 0063 0 0065 0 .0066 0 .0084 
4 0 .0082 0 0086 0 0087 0 .0111 
5 0 .0094 0 0098 0 .0099 0 0127 
6 0 0098 0 .0103 0 .0104 0 0133 
108
7 1 x .0000 3.15 x 103 .0000 -4 27 x 107 .0000 -2 30 x 103 0000 
8 0 - 0035 0 .0000 0 .0012 0 -.0000 
9 0 -.0063 0 - 0000 0 0022 0 .0000 
10 0 -.0082 0 0000 0 0029 0 - 0000 
11 0 -.0094 0 - 0000 0 0033 0 .0000 
12 0 -.0097 0 0000 0 0034 0 -.0000 
13 - - I x 10 .0000 4.27 x 107 0000 i x io 0000 
14 - - 0 -.0036 0 - 0012 0 - 0048 
15 - - 0 -.0065 0 - 0022 0 - 0084 
16 - - 0 - 0086 0 - 0029 0 - 0111 
17 - - 0 -.0098 0 -0033 0 - 0127 
18 - - 0 -.0102 0 - 0034 0 - 0131 
7 10 7
19 - - - 8.58 x 10 0000 1 x 0000 
20 - - - - 0 - 0037 0 -.0014 
21 - - - - 0 - 0066 0 - 0053 
22 - - - - 0 - 0087 0 - 0112 
23 - - - - 0 - 0099 0 - 0190 
24 - - - - 0 -.0103 0 - 0283 
x 107 7
25 1 .0000 2.43 x I0 .0000 2.86 x 107 .0000 0 - 0390
 
26 0 -.0040 0 -0043 0 -.0044 0 - 0507
 
27 0 - 0143 0 -.0149 0 - 0150 0 - 0633
 
28 0 -.0293 0 -.0305 0 -.0308 0 -.0763
 
29 0 -.0473 0 -.0493 0 -.0497 -2 x 107 - 0899
 
30 -2 x 107 -.0672 -2 x 107 -.0700 -2 x 107 -.0707 1 x 107 0000
 
x 107
31 1 0000 -2.86 xL07 0000 -1.86 x 107 0000 0 - 0014 
32 0 - 004o 0 -.0040 0 -.oo41 0 - 0053 
33 0 -.0143 0 -0147 0 -.0149 0 -.0112 
34 0 -.0293 0 -.0303 0 -.0306 0 - 0190 
35 0 -.0474 0 -.0493 0 - 0497 0 - 0283 
36 0 -.0669 0 -.0698 0 - 0705 0 -.0390 
37 - -- 2.43 x i07 .0000 -1.86 x 10 7 0000 0 -.0507 
38 - - 0 -.0043 0 - 0041 0 -.0632 
39 - - 0 -.0149 0 -.0149 0 -.0763 
40 - - 0 -.0305 0 - 0306 0 -.0893 
41 - - 0 -.0493 0 - 0498 - ­
42 - - 0 -.0697 0 - 0704 - ­
107
43 - - .- - 2.86 x 0000 - ­
44 - - - - 0 - 0044 - ­
45 - - - - 0 - 0150 - ­
46 - - - - 0 -.0308 - ­
47 - 0 -.0498 
48 -- 0 -.0704 ­
29 
____ 
(mm) x (cm) 
00-­
-01-












-100 T______ __ 













0 5/12 for Comparison 
-08- Maxmum Deflection 
-.10-
SOMEXS 
8 (m m) 




1 2 3 
""_,__ 












_ _ __ 





15/8, 5/12, and SOMXS Beam Deflections 
__ 
32 
Four conclusions are drawn: (1) Of primary interest - the twelve­
node shear panel is superior to the eight-node panel as the 5/12 beam 
tip deflection is 93 percent of the tip deflection of the SOMEXS beam, 
whereas that of the best eight-node panel beam is 73 percent (figure 15); 
(2) all the shear panel beams (figures 13 and 15) are stiffer than the
 
SOM and TOE beams (figure 12); (3) increasing the number of shear panels
 
composing a structure, i.e., decreasing "grain size," generally increases
 
the accuracy of the results (figure 13), but the additional accuracy
 
gained by adding more rows rapidly approaches a tradeoff with the size
 
of the stiffness matrix as illustrated in figure 14 and table III; and
 
(4) plane sections initially orthogonal to the neutral axis tend essen­
tially to remain plane after loading (figure 16).
 









-.015 -.010 -.005 .005 .010 015 
Neutral Axis 
o3 15/8 - .00104 radians 
0 5/12 = -00133 radians 
-5 
Figure 16. Tip Rotation of 15/8 and 5/12 Shear Panel Beams
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TA BLE IV SHEAR PANEL STI FRIESS MA TRI CES 
5/8 10/8 15/8 5/12 
SE 1, 1]- .571144231E 12 .45461538E 12 .52407051E 12 46092949E 12 
SE 1j, 21= .18468750E 12 .1846875CE 12 .1846875LIE 12 .28571314E 12 
SE 1, 3]= .56826923E 11 -.17048a,77- 12 -.33464744E- la .63141026E 10 
S[ 1, 4] '.14206731E 11 .14206731JE 11 .14206731E 11 .45777244E 11 
S[ 1, 5]= -.31254808E 12 -.56826923E 11 .72612179E 11 .3157'1513E 10 
S[ 1, 6]= -.142C6731E 11 -.14206731E 11 -.14206731E 11 -.45777244E 11 
SE 1, 7]- -.25572115E 12 -.22730769E 12 -.26203526E 12 .59983974E 11 
S[ 1, 8]=-.1846875VE 12 -.18468759E 12 -.1846875eE 12 -.29522833E 11 
S[ 19 9]. -.27782051E 12 
S[ 1,10]= -.18310897E 12 
S[ 1,11]- -.25256410E 12 
SE 1121= -.82083333E 11 
S[ 29 1]= .1846875YE 12 .18468750E 12 .18468750E 12 .28571314E 12 
S[ 29 2]= .51144231E 12 .82399038E 12 .118V7372E 13 .46092949E 12 
=
S[ 29 3] -.14206731E 11 -.14206731E 11 -.142fn6731E 11 -.45777244E 11
 
=
SE 29 4] -.31254808E 12 -.72454327E 12 -.11144391E 13 .315715l3E 10
 
S[ 2, 5]= .142@6731E 11 .14206731E 11 .142C6731E 11 .45777244E 11
 
S[ 29 6]= .56826923E 11 .31254808E 12 .52407051E 12 .63141226E 10
 
=
S[ 2, 73 -.18468750E 12 -.18468750E 12 -.18468750E 12 -.20520833E 11
 
=
S[ 29 8] -.25572115E 12 -.41199519E 12 -.59V36859E 12 .599'3974E 11
 




SE 2,103 -.27762051E 12
 
S[ 2,11]= -.82P83333E 11
 
S[ 2,12]= -.2525641 E 12
 
=
S[ 39 13 .56826923E 11 -.170480-77E 12 -.33464744E 12 .63141026E 10 
S[ 39 2]= -.14266731E 11 -.142006731E 11 -.14206731E 11 -.45777244E 11 
S[ 39 3]= .51144231E 12 .45461538E 12 .524Z7051E 12 .46Z92949E 12 
=S[ 3, 4] -.18468750E 12 -.18468750E 12 -.1846875FE 12 -.28571314E 12
 
=
S[ 5, 51 -.25572115E 12 -.2273C769E 12 -.262G3526E 12 .59983974E 11
 
SE 3, 6]= .18468750E 12 .18468752E 12 .18468750E 12 .205208533E 11
 
=
SE 39 7] -.31254808E 12 -56826923E 11 .72612179E 11 .3157C51i3E 10
 
'S[ 3, 8]= .14200'731E 11 .14206731E 11 .142"06731E 11 .45777244E 11
 
SE 39 9]= -.27782V51E 12
 
=
S[ 310] .82083333E 11
 
S[ 3,111= -.25256410E 12
 
SC 3,12]= .1831D897E 12
 
=
S[ 49 1] .142C,6731E 11 .142r66731L 11 .14206731E 11 .45777244E 11
 
S[ 49 2]= -.312548n8E 12 -.72454327E 12 -.11144391E 13 .31579513E 10
 
S[ 4v 3]= -.184(8759E 12 -.1846875,E 12 -.1840'8750E 12 -.28571314E 12
 
=
SE 49 4] .51144231E 12 .82399P38E 12 11807372E 13 .46092949E 12
 
S[ 49 5]= .18468750E 12 .1846875E 12 .184687W 12 .2052C#833E 11
 
=
St 49 63 -.25572115E 12 -.41199519E 12 -.59036859E 12 59983974E 11
 
=
S[ 49 71 -.14206731E 11 -14296731E 11 -.1I206731E 11 -45777244E 11
 
SE 49 8]= .56826923E 11 .31254848E 12 .52407651E 12 .63141'26E 10
 
SE 4, 9]= 18310897E 12
 
S[ 4,10]= -.2525641LOE 12
 
S[ 4,11]= .820833U3E 11
 
S[ 4,121- -.27782051E 12
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TAB8LE IV I[CPIT I UED]1 
5/8 10/8 15/8 5/12
 
S[ 59 1]= -.312548C8E 12 -.)63026923E 11 .72612179E 11 .31570513E 10
 
=
S[ 5223 .14206731E 11 .14t206731E 11 .14206731E 11 .45777244E 11
 
S[ 59 3]= -.25572115E 12 -.227390769E 12 -.26203526E 12 .59983974E 11 
=S[ 5 41 .18468750E 12 .1846875eE 12 .18468750E 12 .20520833E 11
 
=
S[ 5: 5] .51144231E 12 .45461538jE 12 .524072'51E 12 .46q92949E 12
 
S[ 59 61z -.18468750E 12 -.1846875RDE 12 -,1846875@E 12 -.28571314E 12
 
=
S[ 59 7] .56826923E 11 -.17G48077E 12 -.33464744E 12 .63141026E 10
 
SE 59 8]= -.14206731E 11 -.14206731E 11 -.14206731E 11 -.45777244E 11
 
=
S[ 59 91 -.25256410E 12
 
=
SE 591c,] .18310897E 12
 
S[ 5911]= -.27782051E 12
 
=
S[ 501] .82083333E 11
 
SC 6, 1]= -.14296731E 11 -.14206731E 11 -.142G6731E 11 -45777244E 11
 
S( 6, 2]m .56826923E 11 .31254808E 12 .52407051E 12 63141026E 10
 
=
S[ 69 3] .1846875CE 12 .1846875DE 12 .18468750E 12 .20520833E 11 
S[ 69 41= -.25572115E 12 -.411909519E 12 -.59036859E 12 .59983974E 11 
=
S[ 6, 53 -.1846875CE 12 -.18468750E 12 -.18468750E 12 -28571314E 12
 
=
S[ 69 6] .51144231E 12 .82399038E 12 .11807372F 13 .46092949E 12
 
SE 6, 7]= .14206731E 11 .14206731E 11 .14296731E 11 .45777244E 11
 
S[ 69 8]- -.31254858E 12 -.72454327E 12 -.11144391E 13 31570513E 10
 
SE 6, 93= .8285333E 11
 
Sf 6,10]= -.27782951E 12
 
=
S[ 6,11] .1831e897E 12
 
=
SC 61121 -.2525641CE 12
 
S[ 7, 1]= -.25572115E 12 -.22730769E 12 -.26203526E 12 .59983974E 11
 
S[ 7, 2]= -.18468750E 12 -.18468750E 12 -.18468750E 12 -.20520833E 11
 
SE 7, 3]= -.31254808E 12 -.56826923E 11 .72612179E 11 .31570513E 10
 
=
S[ 79 4] -.14206731E 11 -.14206731E 11 -.142F¢6731E 11 -.45777244E 11
 
SC 7, 53= .56826923E 11 -.17'u48VTE 12 -.33464744E 12 .63141026E 12
 
S[ 7, 63= .14206731E 11 .14206731E 11 .14206731E 11 .45777244E 11
 
S[ 79 7]- .51144231E 12 .45461538E 12 .524fK7'51E 12 .46992949E 12
 
S[ 7, 8]= .18468750E 12 .18468750E 12 .18468750E 12 .28571314E 12
 
=
S[ 79 9] -.25256410E 12
 
=
S[ 79103 -.82E,83333E 11
 
=
S[ 7911] -.27782051E 12
 
SE 7,123- -.18310897E 12
 
=
S[ 89 13 -.1846875CE 12 -.1846875eE 12 -.18468750E 12 -.20520833E 11 
S[ 8p 2)= -.25572115E 12 -.41199519E 12 -.59036859E 12 .59983974E 11 
S[ 89 31= .14206731E 11 .14206731E 11 .14206731E 11 .45777244E 11 
=S[ 89 43 .56826923E 11 .31254808E 12 .52407051E 12 .63141026E 10
 
S[ 8t 51- -.14206731E 11 -.142C6731E 11 -.14206731E 11 -.45777244E 11
 
S[ 89 6]= -.31254808E 12 -.72454327E 12 -.11144391E 13 .31570513E 10
 
=
S[ 8, 7] .18468750E 12 .18468750E 12 .18468750E 12 .28571314F 12
 
S[ 8, 8]- .51144231E 12 .82399038E 12 .11807372E 13 .46092949E 12
 
=
S[ 89 9] -.82083333E 11
 
S[ 89103= -.25256410E 12
 
S[ 8911]= -.18310897E 12
 
=




TABLE IV [C OTI NUE]
 
5/8 10/8 15/8 

S[ 9, 13> 

Sr 9, 2]= 

SE 9, 33= 

S[ 9, 41= 

S[ 9, 51= 

S[ 9, 63= 

SE 9, 73= 

S[ 9, 83= 
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APPENDIX A 
Eight-Node Shear Panel Stiffness Natrix
 
By placing the origin of the X-Y coordinate system at the 1-2 node 
of the shear panel of figure la of the text, retaining the stated assump­
tions, and setting all 8i # 0, the strains may be easily formulated. 








Figure 17. Completely Deformed Eight-Node Shear Panel
 
Thus, from figure 17,
 
6_ - + 8 6553 - - 62 y (71)

-






A A 5 at the is the strain at the lower surface and  
upper surface. Similarly,
 
=85.8-2 ( 8e86 84 -(2 




wee8 " 8~ 86- 8 a
 
where + A is the shear strain at the 1-2 node,
B A 
B 
 B bis the linear strain variation with x, and
 
A ­ is 
 the linear variation with y.

A A 
Again to calculate a stiffness element, S., set all by contained
 
in the expressions for ex, Gy, and 7 equal to zero, K t i or j. Next,












The first column of the stiffness matrix is
 
ST[2 ET r B/A +A/B (1- (74) 
s2,P i ( + ) (75) 
S = B/A A/B (I - u) (76) 
40 
S4,1 = E- (--lb&) (77) 
S 1-ET- [4 B/A -A/B12 (1- t)] (78) 
86,1 = -T -3)(79) 
S7= i -ET 2- [2 B/A + A/B12 (1 - 14] (80) 
SS = -T= 1 (81) 
The geometry of substitution is identical to that of the 8 x 8 sub­
matrix of figure 10 of the text 
j= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 1,1 2,1 3,1 -6,1 5,1 -4,1 7,t 8,1 
2 2,1 1,1 -4,1 5,1 -6, 3,1 8,1 7,1 
3 311 6,1 1,1 -2,1 7,1 -8,1 5,1 4,1 
4 4,4 5,1 -2,1 I,1 -8,1 7,1 6,1 3,1 
5 5,1 4,1 71l -8,1 I,1 -2,1 3,1 6,1 
6 6,1 3,1 -8,1 7,1 -2,1 1,1 4,1 5,1 
7 7,1 8,1 5,1 -4,1 3,1 -6, 1,1 2,1 
8 8,1 7,1 -6,1 3,1 -4,1 5,1 2,1 1,1 
Figure 18. Stiffness Matrix Substitutions for Eight-Node Shear Panel
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APPENDIX B
 
The General Stiffness Equation
 
For a shear panel of length A, width B, and thickness T (figure 19a),
 
apply a deforming stress aix and a restraining stress ay(figure 19b):
 
'by 
B 	 o"x- -t - -T 	 F-
L-M.I 	 Ijc-A 	 -.. 4Exl- (b) 
Figure 19. Unstressed Shear Panel with ax Added 
The unit volume strain energy now stored in the panel is 
ex Cx 2 
u ~ a de = E (82a)j = x d i. 2 f de 2(1 - 2) (2a) 
0 0 









e2(1 ) 2u = - + I - i ( y + [is) dy 
0 
u e + c2 (82b) 
2(1-g) (x 2x y 
ory o-y
 









Figure 20. Addition of ay and ', Respectively
 
Last, by adding a shear stress T (figure 20b)"
 
2(1 E (2+2 + 2 + 'd y 
2(- (x 2y 
0 
E 2 + 2 
2(1 - +2ix y fG 
0 
E c2+ 2FLtx e + C2 +I G 8c 
2(1 l ± y ± 2±12(1 - 0] (82c) 
44 
Total strain energy is
 
A B T 
u =fff u dz dy dx 
o o 0 
f AJ B ET 2 2 Lx E + 2 + 72(1 - t) dy dx. 
o o (83)
 




= [ x + +siJ =p Ui ~ i-eET ~ = ~x5- P x l Y 
0 0 
+y E 7 _ (I - )] dy dx. (45)y + 2 3 
45 





The stiffness matrix [S] of a composite structure, which is also
 
positive definite, is inverted to find the. flexibility matrix [F] by
 
first defining a lower triangular matrix [A], i.e., i _ j, and its 
transpose such that
 




=[F] [AT]-, x [A]-,, (85a) 
or in algebraic notation 
AY =FAm - (86a) 
2--1 
§2 (8















For the given matrix [S] of order r, indices are such that 1 9 m : 1, 3, 
K, X£ n r, with those indices representing foundation nodes omitted 
If m = I and n = r, then the entire matrix is inverted, otherwise an 
arbitrary submatrix. By definition, an index of zero denotes an element 
of zero value, and K # P. 
If nonzero deflections K are desired in addition to or instead of
 
a set of loads, then the nodes K are treated as "foundations," and all
 
values SiK 5K subtracted from each P,, such that
 
(P )new = (P )old - SiK 8K' (88) 
for i not a foundation node. The provision is especially useful in
 
calculating the stiffness matrix of a complex composite structure of
 
shear panels, beams, etc., by systematically assigning all loads zero,
 
an arbitrary node a unit deflection, all other nodes zero deflections,
 
and applying equations (88), (89), and (90) until the matrix is com­
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